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the body's sexuality and morality have 
traditionally been the subject of both 
fiurative and abstract expression. In the ace of the AIDS crisis, however, assump­
tions concerning the intentionality and 
interpretation of these subjects have dra­
matically altered. Images of bodies and 
death are vulnerable to a number of pre­
conceptions and misconceptions brought 
about by the AIDS crisis. Representa­
tions of sexuality and transgression have 
become subject to an AIDS-era revision­
ism, which can read these images as both 
dangerous and prophetic. But nowhere is 
the contradiction between the body and 
its image greater than in the work of art­
ists who have sought an expression of the 
homosexual body within art and who 
must now deal with the image of gay sex 
and AIDS perpetrated by the mass 
media. 
Homosexual images of the body have 
been a subtext throughout the history of 
art, but until the appearance of AIDS, 
the exploration of the homosexual body 
occurred at the margins of the main­
stream art world. These images were 
then coded and recirculated, masked by 
the prevailing assumption of heterosex­
uality. In the age of AIDS, however, the 
homosexual body is no longer an absent 
body but a front-page headline. "GAY 
PLAGUE" screamed the tabloids in the 
early 1980s, while explicit and objectify­
ing photographs of AIDS "victims" por­
trayed the choice of this particular sexual 
orientation as a disease-riddled death 
sentence. In this context, postmodern­
ism's rhetorical conclusion that the 
body has diappeared takes on a chilling 
resonance. 
Artists who seek to locate the homo­
sexual body in the context of the AJDS 
crisis are caught, paradoxically, between 
the need to combat the hysteria of the 
mass media and the need to represent 
personal experiences of fear and death. 
The Names ect Quilt, which origi­
nated in San Fran�isco, is perhaps the 
most widely publicized artistic response 
to the representational crisis of AIDS. An 
ever-expanding quilt pieced together 
from squares commemorating individu­
als who have died from AIDS, the Names 
ct is both a collective memorial and 
an activist insistence that death be re­
membered with dinity rather than bru­talized and depersonalized by media 
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headlines. 
In contrast to the Names Prect, which 
draws upon a eminist strategy of record­
ing memories and reclaiming artistically 
disowned orms, the recently ormed Act 
Up (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) 
coalition of New York City uses civil diso­
bedience, posters, video and installation 
· strategies. Speaking out against a system
that has equated sex with death, Act Up
uses the slogan "SILENCE = DEATH" to
actively condemn both mass media disin­
ormation and government inaction.
These artists and community activists in­
sist that the pessimism of postmodernism
be replaced by a radical explosion of self­
determined representation.
In anada, artists have chosen to work 
both collaboratively and individually to 
create responses to the AIDS issue that 
are personal and creative as well as politi­
cal. The anadian videos that were f ea­
tured as part of Ay Initiaties, Dent Strs, a week-long series of screen­
ings held at A Space in October 198 and 
organized by Michael Balser, Tim Mcas­
kell, Richard Fung, David Mcintosh, 
Gary Kinsman and John Greyson, were 
humorous and metaphorical in their 
approaches to the AIDS issue. Greyson's 
As Epiemic, first screened as one of a 
series of video installations in a Toronto 
shopping mall, utilizes the Thomas Mann 
novella Deah in Venice to contrast the 
plue paranoia generated by the media (embodied by a caricature of Aschen­
bach) with the pleasure Tadzio and his 
friend enjoy while practicing safe sex. 
Michael Balser and Andy Fabo's Surviv, 
of the Deiios overlays contemporary 
scenes of a young man testing HIV posi­
tive with reenactments from a Cree and 
Ojibway myth. In a larger context, the 
themes and strategies used in these vid­
eos belong to a growing concern on the 
part of Toronto visual artists to create 
images that address not only the public 
ramiications of the AJDS crisis but also 
the dissolution of meaning and the para­
doxes of sexuality and death embodied by 
the issue. 
In particular, the poinant and often fragile images of Andy Fabo and Stephen 
Andrews stand out as individual re­
sponses that reclaim both the body and 
art as territories of relection. Stephen 
Andrews' raifg (1988), for exam­
ple, in which an elongated male fiure is 
separated at the waist and joined by an 
arc, strikes a subtle balance between the 
experiences of the body's mortality and 
its living possibilities. 
In Andy Fabo's recent show Te. 
s f he df at the Garnet P ress Gallery 
in Toronto, his bookworks and lar. 
scale mixed-media drawings insist upon a 
space within visual representation to ex­
plore the complexity of responses the 
AJDS virus has generated in both the 
private and public spheres. He seeks to 
eroticize images of sae sex, which, com­
bined with references to botany, conduc­
tors, all-seeing eyes and satellite dish, 
create a stunning visual narrative that 
juxtaposes nature and science, sexual 
desire and media oppression. In Fao's 
work the body does not disappear but 
becomes a conduit or the discourses that 
penetrate and surround it. The body is 
electrified and alive, treading gingerly e­
tween a memorial of the past and a vision 
of the future. 
Fabo's and Andrews' works are neither 
confrontational nor populist in tone. In 
contrast to the call or an activist strate­
gy, exemplified by the American critic 
Douglas Crimp in his anthology AIS:
Cutur, A,ysis!Cutur, Aivi, 
these oronto artists have chosen to 
locate their practice and theory at the 
crossroads of critical, political and aes­
thetic concerns. In a talk entitled "Ima­
gining the Body (during the AIDS epi· 
demic)" given at a conerence on "Rep­
resenting AIDS: Crisis and Criticism" in 
November 198, Andy Fabo emphasized 
the need not only to privilge the public sphere but to understand that "commu· 
nity is created when we articulate our 
private hopes, fears, joys and sorrows." 
Citing the diverse artistic responses to 
the AIDS crisis in the work of Ren 
Morris, Stephen Andrews and Shelagh 
Keeley, Fabo not only located a commu· 
nit y of artists combatting the panic of the 
mass media but asserted the importance 
of a strugle to "represent ourselves as 
subjects." Rather than succumbing to 
the death knells of postmodernism, Fao 
sugests a strategy where political reali· 
ties and subjective vision can meet. And 
it is in this strategy, in the work of Fao 
and other artists who have chosen the 
body as a complex site of exploration and 
contradiction, that I believe the end of 
art has ound a new beginning. 
